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Drone vs. sUAS
► What is a Drone?
▪ DRONE:  Dynamic Remotely Operated Navigation 

Equipment
▪ An unmanned aircraft or ship that can navigate autonomously, 

without human control or beyond line of site.



Drone vs. sUAS

sUAS = Small Unmanned Aircraft System 

A UAS is the unmanned aircraft (UA) and all of the associated support equipment, 
control station, data links, telemetry, communications and navigation equipment, 
etc., necessary to operate the unmanned aircraft. 

The UA is the flying portion of the system, flown by a pilot via a ground control 
system, or autonomously through use of an on-board computer, communication 
links and any additional equipment that is necessary for the UA to operate safely. 
The FAA issues an experimental airworthiness certificate for the entire system, not 
just the flying portion of the system. 

sUAV = Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

A small (under 55 pounds) unmanned remotely controlled aircraft, typically flown 
line of sight. 





Why use sUAS?

► sUAS use satisfies the “Four D’s” of exemplary use to 
replace work that is: 

► Dangerous 
► Difficult 
► Dull 
► Dirty



Why use sUAS?

► Data collection time can be reduced; 
► Typical aerial flight limitations are reduced; 
► Quicker turnaround of useable data than with a tradition 

manned aerial. 



Why use sUAS? 

►Safety
Stockpiles – Stockpiles are inherently unsafe because of their heights 
and potential for shifting, unstable surfaces. For these reasons the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) does not want 
surveyors to be walking on stockpiles while performing their daily 
tasks, like topographic mapping of stockpiles to determine volumes. 
Being able to survey stockpile surfaces remotely using a sUAS is a very 
efficient and safe process. 



Stockpile Volumetric Calculations 



Aerial maps: manned vs unmanned

As with any new technology, comparisons to traditional 
techniques need to be made to understand the benefits and 
drawbacks. Until recently, “on demand” maps were collected 
using manned planes or satellites. Often now, drone based 
mapping is considered, largely because of an expected cost 
saving from using electric robots compared to jet fuelled
commercial aircraft. What are the actual advantages and 
disadvantages of drone based mapping compared to manned 
aerial mapping?



Aerial maps: manned vs unmanned

► UAVs fly much lower than manned aircraft and so the ground 
sample distance (effective resolution) is much better. This 
provides imagery with more detail than manned aircraft. Flying 
low also means often underneath any cloud cover, allowing 
UAVs to collect clear maps even on overcast or cloudy days.

► Low altitude mapping also has disadvantages though. With a 
wide angle lens and 400ft/120m flying altitude, the center of 
the captured photos is of land directly beneath, however the 
edge of the frame is capturing oblique information, walls, sides 
of buildings, etc. When the time comes to orthorectify the 
imagery in the photogrammetry software, the software 
attempts to correct all these oblique angles into “top down” 
mapping data. What you often get as a result is artefacts along 
the edges, where smooth edges in reality turn out like a poorly 
reconstructed jigsaw puzzle.



Conclusion

Drones are the new kid on the block in the aerial filming 
world and still have a long way to develop, but they are 
quickly taking over. This is simply because when it comes to 
their value, the sheer amount of what they can do for such a 
small cost, there can be no argument. 

However, projects should still evaluate cost of Unmanned vs 
Manned mapping.  Cost for unmanned may vary significantly 
based on location.



And now the current uses of drones in the environmental 
arena and the legalities of operating a drone…
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1999 EPA Report on Use of Drones

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERIZATION AND CHANGE 
DETECTION METHODS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 
(2005-2007)

“EPA is collaborating with NASA to develop terrestrial, 
coastal ocean, and surface-troposphere flux unmanned aerial 
vehicle (UAV) missions. These missions will combine 
advanced multi-sensor packages with the extended duration 
UAV platform capabilities to provide the Agency with a 
next generation environmental monitoring capability.”

Start Date: 10/01/2000

Projected Completion Date: 09/01/2009
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EPA 2005 Science Project

“THE IDEA IS TO USEMODIS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 
CURRENT LIMITED LANDSAT CAPABILITY, COMMERCIAL 
SATELLITES, ANDUNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAV), IN 
A MULTI-STAGE APPROACH TO MEET EPA INFORMATION 
NEEDS”
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2008 EPA

According to a 2008 progress report found on the EPA 
website:

EPA Gave a four-year grant to Syracuse University for:

“Successful development and testing of an unmanned 
aerial vehicle for urban airshed monitoring to measure 

pollutant levels above buildings.”

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncer_abstracts/index.cfm/fuseaction/display.abstractDetail/abstract/7784/report/2008
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EPA 2012

> EPA disputes using drones to monitor farms in the 
midwest

> Alleged by farmers to be looking for unpermitted ponds, 
manure in streams and runoff issues

> Never confirmed
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Present Uses by EPA

December 7, 2015

> EPA used drone mounted with a camera to inspect 25 acre 
Superfund Site in Ambler, Pa.

> Used to determine if remedial efforts at site containing 
asbestos-waste materials “continue to protect human health 
and the environment”

> “…first time the agency is using drone technology to inspect 
areas of the piles that are difficult to access on foot”
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Nothing New?

> EPA has used aircraft with people inside them for 
years to inspect 

– Clean Water Act violations (ponds/wetlands)
– Runoff
– Unlicensed Surface water discharges (manure?)
– Hazardous waste disposal sites
– Solid waste disposal sites
– Layout or purposes of a facility
– Thermal imaging
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Present Uses by Conservationists
> World Wildlife Fund

– Examples of Uses over last several years:
• Monitoring prairie dog colonies
• Undertaking surveillance activities to reduce 

poaching of elephants and rhinos in Africa and 
Asia

• Monitoring marine turtle in Suriname to combat 
poaching of eggs

> Nature Conservancy
– Tested Drones to monitor the sandhill crane 

population in the U.S.
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Environmental Groups?

> January 25, 2012
– “Drone hobbyist”
– Took photos using drone of a Dallas-area meat 

packing plant dumping blood into a river
– Photos used to get Texas EPA to investigate the plant
– $75 airframe fitted with point and shoot camera
– Criminal Prosecution underway
– Easier than your common land trespass
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Environmental Groups

December 2011: Sea Shepard

– Activists used drone to track and photograph a 
Japanese whaling fleet

– Harassed and blocked Japanese factory ships
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Potential Uses

> Photographs
> Air Monitoring
> Aerial thermal imaging
> Collection of samples
> Wetland Identification
> Mapping
> Climate - Infrared cameras
> Polar Ice Melting
> Underwater Drones – polar ice base, shark habits
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Legal Considerations

> Federal Laws
> State Laws
> Common Law

– Trespass
– Nuisance

> US and State Constitutions
– 4th Amendment Right to Privacy
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Legal Considerations

> Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
– Responsible for maintaining aviation safety standards 

and ensuring the safety and efficiency of the nation’s 
airspace

– Attempting to develop final rules for the commercial 
(non-hobby) operation of drones

– Regulatory Framework
– Section 333 Exemption
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Federal Laws

Additional Federal Developments
1. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
2. Registration of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
3. NTIA Multi-stakeholder Process
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FAA : Section 336

> Has no authority over “Model Aircrafts”
– Strictly hobby or recreational use
– Limited to not more than 55 pounds
– Operated in manner that does not interfere with and 

gives way to any manned aircraft
– If within 5 miles of airport, prior notice to airport air traffic 

control tower

Section 336(a) of FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-95
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Section 333 Exemptions

> Exemption from requirement to obtain an airworthiness certificate to 
operate a UAS/Drone in the National Airspace System (NAS)

> FAA has begun to grant right to use small UAS for a variety of 
commercial purposes

> Goal to grant request within 120 days
> “Due to the high volume of Section 333 petitions received, we are experiencing delays in 

processing petitions. We will do our best to process petitions being posted to the docket as soon 
as possible, and in the order they were received. We appreciate your patience as we work 
diligently to process your request.”

Petitions Granted Petitions Closed
5,188 1,517
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Key Conditions and Limitations 

> Tied to specified UAS
> Primarily for aerial data collection
> Under 55 lbs fully loaded
> Operations not to exceed 100 mph
> Operate no more than 400 ft above ground level
> Pilot in Command (PIC) must have Private Pilot 

Certificate
> UAS must be in Visual Line of Site of PIC
> Daytime only
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Key Conditions and Limitations 

> Non-participating individuals must be at least 500 ft away 
unless protected with barricade

> Must have serial number and “N” number
> No flying over densely populated areas
> Notification if flying within designated distance of airports
> UA must remain clear and give way to all manned 

aviation operations and activities
> Pre-flight inspection
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Key Conditions and Limitations 

> All operations must be conducted over private or 
controlled-access property with permission from the 
property owner/controller or authorized representative
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Blanket Waiver (Cert of Authorization)

> Good up to 200 feet above ground level 
> Nationwide
> Monthly Reporting Requirements
> Operational Restrictions

– Prohibited areas, special rules in DC Restricted Zone, 
Distance from airports, etc.
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Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

> Final Rules expected in June
> Small UAS – operational limitations

– 55 pounds
– Operator to maintain Visual Line of Sights (VLOS)

• Can work with a visual observer
– Daylight only
– Max speed = 100 mph
– Max height = 500 feet above ground

80 Fed Reg. 9,533 (Feb. 23, 2015)
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Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

> Operator must be at least 17 years old
> Testing
> Obtain FAA UAS Operator Certificate
> Maintain documents/records
> Pre-flight inspections
> Report accidents to FAA within 10 days

80 Fed Reg. 9,533 (Feb. 23, 2015)
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Issues Not Resolved by Rulemaking

> Beyond VLOS
> Night time operations
> Operations over unprotected people
> Higher altitudes
> Communication and Identification
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FAA Registration Initiative

> October 2015, announced registration requirement 
coming in 2016

> Over 1 million drones sold over the holidays
> UAS flying close to aircraft
> Accidents
> Difficult to determine operator/owner of UAS
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President Obama and Drones
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Presidential Memorandum

> Released with Proposed Rulemaking Notice
> For data collected by UAS by and for federal agencies
> Limits retention of data that may contain personally 

identifiable information (PII)
> Restricts distribution unless maintained in “system of 

records”
> Status report within 180 days; publish policies and 

procedures within one year
> Directs agencies to 

– Verify existence of rules of conduct and training for federal 
contractors

– Policies and Procedures for individuals with access to sensitive 
information
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National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration

> Asked by White House to develop similar process for 
commercial use of UAS

> Several meetings taken place
> Goal

– Identify best practices
– Protect privacy, civil rights and civil liberties

• Identify privacy safeguards
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State Laws
> In 2015, 45 states had considered over 150 drone bills 

related to drones
> Legislation passed in 20 of those states: 

– Arkansas, California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, 
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, 
Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North 
Dakota, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia 
and West Virginia

> NUMEROUS Bills introduced in 2016
– Including South Carolina

> Resolutions in Alaska, Georgia, New Mexico, Rhode 
Island and Pennsylvania
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Elements of State Legislation

> Apply to public vs private use
> Direct studies (by committee or agency)
> Prohibit use to monitor hunting and fishing
> Warrant vs No warrant for law enforcements use
> Require a state license to operate
> Outright Moratorium
> Limit or authorize local legislation
> Exceptions for search and rescue
> Prohibit use to monitor agricultural practices
> Limit use to research and development
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South Carolina Proposed Legislation

> 2015 SC House Bill No. 4425
– A bill “…to provide that it is unlawful to operate an 

unpiloted aerial vehicle that is armed with a weapon, 
and to provide a penalty.”

– Does not apply to law enforcement or the military
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North Carolina Legislation

> North Carolina SB 446
> Expands the authority of the state's Chief Information 

Officer 
> To approve the purchase and operation of UAS by the 

state and 
> Modifies the state regulation of UAS to conform to FAA 

guidelines.

http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2015/Bills/Senate/PDF/S446v6.pdf
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Louisiana Legislation
1. Louisiana SB 183 regulates the use of UAS in agricultural 

commercial operations
2. New Bill Proposed (tagged onto bill outlawing laser pointing 

at human piloted aircrafts)
– Makes it a crime to fly a drone over chemical or nuclear plant 
– Six months in jail and a $500 fine
– Original bill covered pipelines, water systems, industrial plants and 

“other critical infrastructure”
– Exemption for drones operated by state, federal or local agencies
– Passed Senate

http://www.legis.la.gov/legis/ViewDocument.aspx?d=960033
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Privacy vs. Environmental Info

> Issues
– Liability
– Privacy
– Trespass
– Nuisance
– 4th Amendment Unlawful Search
– Law enforcement/homeland security considerations
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Trespass

> What are the boundaries?
> Nationwide easement for air travel
> Does magnification technology illegally shorten the 

distance
> Is aerial photography surveillance ok so long as no 

magnification or other technology not available to the 
public
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Trespass

> United States v Causby, 328 U.S. 256 (1946)
“The landowner owns at least as much of the space 
above the ground as he can occupy or use in 
connection with the land . . “

> Restatement (Second) of Torts (§159)
“In the ordinary case, flight at 500 feet or more above 
the surface is not within the immediate reaches, while 
flight within 50 feet, which interferes with actual use, 
clearly is, and flight within 150 feet, which also so 
interferes, may present a question of fact.”
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Nuisance Doctrine

> Prevents intrusions on the use and enjoyment of 
property

> Can arise from diminution of privacy
> Restatement (Second) of Torts:

“Freedom from discomfort and annoyance while using 
lands is often as important to a person as freedom from 
physical interruption with his use or freedom from 
detrimental change in the physical condition of the land 
itself.”
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Nuisance Cont’d

> Courts look to value of invasion of privacy to see if 
reasonable

“[o]ne is subject to liability for private nuisance if…his 
conduct is a legal cause of an invasion of another’s 
interest in the private use and enjoyment of land, and 
the invasion is…intentional and unreasonable.”

Restatement (Second) of Torts
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Nuisance (Cont’d)

Factors 
a) the social value that the law attaches to the primary 

purpose of the conduct
b) The suitability of the conduct to the character of the 

locality; and
c) The impracticability of preventing or avoiding the 

invasion.
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4th Amendment

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, 
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and 
seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, 
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, 
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the 
persons or things to be seized.
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4th Amendment

> 4th Amendment generally requires a warrant for an 
administrative search of a commercial entity

> Most environmental statutes grant regulators authority to 
conduct administrative searches

> Looser in the environmental arena and warrants easy to 
get
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4th Amendment

Exemptions from need for warrant

Open Fields Doctrine

• No expectation of privacy for “activities conducted 
out of doors in fields, except in the area 
immediately surrounding the home.” 

• Warrantless administrative searches by 
environmental regulators involving inspection of 
outdoor areas have been held as permissible 

Oliver v. United States, 466 U.S. 170, 173, 178 (1984)
Dow Chem. Co. v. United States, 476 U.S. 227, 239 (1986)
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Dow Chem. Co. v. United States

EPA’s use of an aerial mapping camera to photograph 
the curtilage of a large industrial complex was not 
protected by the Fourth Amendment.

– 2,000 acre facility owned by Dow Chemical
– Numerous covered buildings with manufacturing 

equipment and piping between buildings
– Dow had fencing and worried about trade secrets
– EPA conducted on-site inspection of two power plants 

with Dow’s consent
– Consent denied for second inspection
– EPA hired commercial aerial photographer to take 

photos from 12,000,  3,000 and  1,200 feet
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Dow Chem. Co. v. United States

> Dow discovered and sued EPA to enjoin it from 
taking aerial photographs of the facility

> Court held
– Commercial facility, unlike residences, is not afforded 

the protections of the 4th Amendment
– The enhancement of human vision using a precise, 

commercial mapping camera does not implicate the 
4th Amendment either.
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Other Exemptions from Warrant
> Searches involving “Closely Regulated Entities”
> Rationale

– Lower expectation of privacy
– Searches necessary for implementation of regulatory 

scheme
– Relevant regulations provide adequate constitutional 

safeguards

“When an entrepeneur embarks upon such a [highly 
regulated] business, he has voluntarily chosen to subject 
himself to a full arsenal of governmental regulation”

Marshall v. Barlow’s Inc., 436 U.S. 307, 313 (1978)
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Closely Regulated Entities

> Factors
– Substantial government interest
– Warrantless inspections must be necessary for the 

regulatory scheme
– Regulatory statute must provide notice that 

inspections may occur and limits on the conduct of 
those inspections
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Closely Regulated Entities
Donovan v. Dewey, 452 U.S. 594, 598-99 (1981)

– Supreme Court upheld inspection under the Federal Mine 
Safety and Health Act 

– “The greater latitude to conduct warrantless inspections of 
commercial property reflect the fact that the expectation of 
privacy that the owner of commercial property enjoys in 
such property differs significantly from the sanctity 
accorded an individual’s home, and that this privacy 
interest may, in certain circumstances, be adequately 
protected by regulatory schemes authorizing warrantless 
inspections.”
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https://www.faa.gov/uas/b4ufly/
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Please note: This presentation contains general, condensed summaries of actual legal matters, statutes and opinions for information 
purposes. It is not meant to be and should not be construed as legal advice. Individuals with particular needs on specific issues should 
retain the services of competent counsel. 

Questions?
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